Assessment of diabetic neuropathy with emission tomography and magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
Diabetic neuropathies (DNs) are nerve-damaging disorders associated with diabetes. They are commonly attributed to peripheral nerves and primarily affect the limbs of the patient. They cause altered sensitivity to external stimuli along with loss in balance and reflexes of the affected patient. DNs are associated with a variety of clinical manifestations including autonomic failure and are caused by poor management of blood sugar levels. Imaging modalities provide vital information about early physiological changes in DNs. This review summarizes contributions by various teams of scientists in developing imaging methods to assess physiological changes in DNs and ongoing clinical trials where imaging modalities are applied to evaluate therapeutic intervention in DNs. Development of PET, single photon emission computed tomography, and magnetic resonance spectroscopy methods over the past 20 years are reviewed in the diagnostic assessment of DNs. Abnormal radiotracer pharmacokinetics and neurometabolite spectra in affected organs confirm physiological abnormalities in DN. With the use of the Siemens Biograph mMR and GE Signa - 60 cm (PET/MRI scanner), simultaneous acquisition of physiological and anatomical information could enhance understanding of DNs and accelerate drug development.